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Table of Contents This report details the work of the
Muslim Society of Delaware

Valley (MSDV) in 2019. MSDV is
the organization that operates

Islamic Cultural Center of Willow
Grove (ICCWG) and Muslim
Youth Center of Philadelphia

(MYCP). We offer in this report a
snapshot of our activities,

including youth education,
religious programming,

community engagement, and
more. We have also included here

our financial summary
for the year in our continuing

efforts to provide transparency
and accountability to our

community and donors. While it
is difficult to develop specific

outcome metrics to evaluate the
work of community

organizations, this report
includes testimonials and
anecdotal evidence that

demonstrate the immense
positive impact MSDV is

having in our community.

MSDV’s vision is to develop a community of American Muslims
inspired by the principles, practice, and legacy of the Islamic tradition
to lead lives of integrity, serve their families and communities with
excellence, and work toward the betterment of society.
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As-salamu ‘alaykum dear Brothers and Sisters,
  

It’s hard to believe, but yet another year is coming to an end! As we look back on 2019, we
are thankful to Allah for His help and grace in making this another successful year for our
organization.  
  

In hopes of measuring the impact we’ve had on our community this year, we reached out
to community members and asked them what role ICCWG and MYCP play in their lives.
We were overwhelmed by the number of responses we received and what people had to
say. Many themes emerged from the statements our community members provided, but
one of the most common was that people said they feel like MYCP and ICCWG are their
second homes, and that the community feels like a family. Several community members
commented upon the inclusivity of the centers, especially for those populations that are
often marginalized in masjid spaces, such as women, converts, and youth. The
professionalism and qualifications of the staff and teachers were also a major theme of the
feedback we received.
  

We were touched, in particular, by what parents had to say about the impact of this
organization on their children’s lives. Parents shared stories of how their children came to
love and appreciate the religion, and even started asking to come to the masjid. One father
commented upon how his five-year-old son’s confidence had grown while being at MYCP.
Another mother tearfully told us that this was the first place her seven-year-old felt
accepted. Many teens themselves shared with us how the organization has transformed
their lives (see pages 9-10 for some of these stories). Every time we hear these stories, we
are reminded of the work that still needs to be done. For every success story we hear, there
are still hundreds waiting to be made. 
 

All that this organization does is only possible with the help and support of our community
members. Your financial contributions and volunteer efforts sustain this organization's
work. We ask for your continued support as we embark on another year of rising to the
challenge of meeting our community’s needs. We pray that Allah blesses our organization,
helps us fulfill our community’s true needs, and accepts our efforts.
 

Sincerely,
 
     Eyad Takiedine                                                           Madiha Irfan
                                                               
                                        
     Chairman of the Board of Trustees                       Executive Director

A Year of Rising to the Challenge
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Weekly Jumuah Prayers at both centers
Daily taraweeh in Ramadan at both centers
2/9 – Sisterhood & Spirituality Ladies
Halaqah with Ustadha Rukayat Yakub
(ICCWG)
2/22 – Portrait of the Prophet SAWS (part
1) with Shaykh Walead Mosaad (ICCWG)
3/2 – Spirituality in a Secular World with
Ustadh Sami Catovic (MYCP)
3/22 – Portrait of the Prophet SAWS (part
2) with Shaykh Walead Mosaad (ICCWG)
4/5 – Portrait of the Prophet SAWS (part 3)
with Shaykh Walead Mosaad (ICCWG)
6/2 – Night of Remembrance with Shaykh
Arqum Rashid (MYCP)
7/26 – Purification of the Heart (part 1)
with Shaykh Walead Mosaad (ICCWG)
8/16 – Purification of the Heart (part 2)
with Ustadh Hisham Mahmoud (ICCWG)
10/18 – Purification of the Heart (part 3)
with Ustadh Hisham Mahmoud (ICCWG)
10/4, 11/1, 12/6 - Soul Food Conversation
with Brother Numan Dugmeoglu
11/15, 12/20 – Islam in Action with Brother
Numan Dugmeoglu (ICCWG)
11/29 – Q&A Session with Dr. Khalid
Blankinship (ICCWG)

Religious Programming

 Community members listen as Ustadh Sami Catovic
gives a lecture at MYCP.
 Dr. Salar Alsardary delivers the Eid khutbah at MYCP.
 Shaykh Walead Mosaad discusses the life and
character of Prophet Muhammad (SAWS) at ICCWG.
 Sisters listen as Ustadha Rukayat Yakub shares a 
 lesson during the Ladies Halaqah at ICCWG.

Pictured here (top to bottom)
1.

2.
3.

4.

MYCP and ICCWG are spiritual homes to

many. See below for some of the religious

programs offered at both centers this year.
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1/13 Eagles Watch Party (MYCP)
1/21 MLK Day of Service (ICCWG and MYCP)
2/2 Community Potluck (ICCWG)
2/16 Family Movie Night (ICCWG)
2/23 Community Culture Night (MYCP)
3/30 “Understanding Anti-Semitism: Definition and Current
Controversies” with Dr. Khalid Blankinship (MYCP)
4/13 Community Culture Night & Potluck (ICCWG)
4/20 Spring into Spring (MYCP)
4/28 Community Planting & Picnic (ICCWG)
5/10, 11, 17, 18, 24, 25, 31, and 6/1 – Ramadan Iftars (MYCP)
5/11, 18, 25, and 6/1 – Ramadan Iftars (ICCWG)
8/10 Day of ‘Arafah Community Potluck Iftar
9/9 ‘Ashura Community Potluck Iftar
10/5 Seasonal Potluck (ICCWG)
10/19 Fall Festival (ICCWG)
11/2 Out of Córdoba Film Screening & Discussion with
Director Jacob Bender (MYCP)
11/10 Paint Party: Freestyle & Guided Canvas Painting (ICCWG)
11/16 Melody and Purpose - Discussion with Nasheed Artist
Alman Nusrat & Performance (MYCP)
11/23 Culinary Competition Potluck (ICCWG)
12/14 Open Mic Night (ICCWG)
12/28 Family Game Night (ICCWG)

Community Events

Community members enjoy a Ramadan iftar at MYCP.
 Sister Seephat has her henna done on Community Culture Night at MYCP.
Sisters direct children on how to help out during the Community Planting     
& Picnic at ICCWG.
Brothers stand for prayer after an event at MYCP.
Community members enjoy Paint Party at ICCWG.

Pictured here (top to bottom)
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

We love getting the community together for special

events. This year we've expanded our social events to

include many more creative programs such as

community planting, canvas painting, and more. Here's a

selection of some of our various special events this year.
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Youth Education & Engagement

2019 youth engagement by the numbers   

389          47           10           15     
students teachers regular

programs

field trips
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Our youth programs for students ages 5-12 include
Weekend Learning Program, Weekday Quran Reading
Program, and Summer Camp. Classes are offered during
the school year three days a week at each center, and
five days a week during Summer Camp. 
 
Our youth programs are structured around three
primary goals: increasing knowledge, building
confidence, and forming social connections. Our three-
pronged approach aims to provide students with a
holistic appreciation for their religion and a true sense
of belonging in their faith community. We also
incorporate a significant amount of socialization and
team-building time into our youth programs so that
students can build positive associations and memories
with coming to the masjid and cultivating friendships in
the Muslim community. Our carefully selected teaching
staff works hard to create a learning environment
characterized by warmth and openness, where students
can feel comfortable to ask or discuss anything that’s on
their mind. 
 
We see the success of this approach in how students
engage with us both in the classroom and beyond.
Students at MYCP and ICCWG generally feel
comfortable discussing what's on their mind, especially
when it comes to navigating the American Muslim
experience. Many of our students tell us again and again
that they find the youth programs at MYCP and ICCWG
to be fun, exciting, and memorable — and that they look
forward to coming back for more!

   5:1                  13:1             endless
Islamic studies

student-teacher ratio

Quranic studies

student-teacher ratio

lessons &

memories
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3/17 – Interfaith Memorial Service for Victims of
the Christchurch, New Zealand Tragedy (ICCWG)
3/20 – “Islam for Dummies” Presentation (Faith
Lutheran Church)
3/22 – Islam 101 Presentation for Latter-Day 

4/7 – One America Interfaith Service Project &
Dinner (Share Food Philadelphia)
4/11 – POWER Faith in Action Launch (Langhorne
United Methodist Church)
5/5 – Adult Forum on Ramadan (Abington
Presbyterian Church)
5/9 – Interfaith Neighbors Iftar (ICCWG)
5/16 – POWER Interfaith Iftar (MYCP)
6/30 – Interfaith Sunday Address (Buxmont
Unitarian Universalist Fellowship)
7/12 – Lights of Liberty Vigil to Close the Camps
(Bucks County Courthouse)
8/12 – Vigil for Peace: Standing Against Gun
Violence (Abington Friends Grove)
10/14-11/18 – Six-Week “What is Islam?” Class
(Temple Ambler Lifelong Learning Society)
11/3 – Interfaith Infant Remembrance Service
(Abington Jefferson Health)
11/6 – Reconstructionist Rabbinical College Masjid
Visit & Discussion (ICCWG)
11/8 – United Lutheran Seminary Masjid Visit &
Discussion (ICCWG)
11/18 – One America Dinner (New Life Church)
11/19 – Interfaith Memorial Service (Holy
Redeemer Hospital)
11/26 – 69th Annual Interfaith Thanksgiving
Service (St. Anne’s Church)
12/5 – Interfaith Remembrance Service for
Miscarriage & Infant Loss (Today is a Good Day)

      Saints Youth Group (ICCWG)

Interfaith Work
Our approach to interfaith work is

thoughtful, relevant, and unique.

Listed here are events we've been

actively involved with this year.

 

 Community members participate in an
interfaith discussion at New Life Church.
 Sister Madiha shares reflections at the
Today is a Good Day interfaith
remembrance service.
 Brother Imtiaz welcomes neighbors to the
New Zealand memorial service at ICCWG.

Pictured here (top to bottom)
1.

2.

3.
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Teen Programs
Teen programming is at the core of our organizational
mission, because we want to flip the narrative about
Muslim teens being disconnected from their spirituality
and the Muslim community. The spiritual health of our
teens is important to us. 
 

2019 was a year of tremendous growth for our teen
programs. Not only did our numbers increase significantly
(from 15 to 42 at MYCP; and from 6 to 16 at ICCWG), but we
also expanded the breadth of our work with teens. In
addition to attending weekly Seekers Circle meetings
(which include Islamic lessons, discussion, game time, and
pizza lunch), our teens also competed for the first time in
the Muslim Inter-Scholastic Tournament (MIST) at Drexel
University, went on three adventure-filled field trips, and
came up with an exciting new way for teens to be involved
in decision-making at MYCP in 2020. 
   

Students participated in a number of competitions at MIST,
including debate, quiz bowl, visual art, spoken word,
nasheeds, and more. Our very own Sister Teresa was
named “Best Female Coach” for her outstanding work with
our MIST team! Our teen field trips this year included trips
to Six Flags, Thunderbird Bowling Lanes, and New York
City. Each of our trips was very well-attended and
provided students with an opportunity for fun and
exploration with their friends. Toward the end of 2019,
teens proposed the idea for a “youth board” to provide the
view of the youth to the MYCP Board. Their vision will
come to fruition in the coming year in sha Allah! 
  

This year we also continued with Teen Brothers’ Hangouts,
and introduced Teen Girls Night get-togethers, featuring
events such as girls’ game nights and movies nights. 
  

Alhamdulillah, it was a year of great growth, learning, and
connection for our teens. Read their stories and
testimonials in the pages ahead!
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I have only started going to MYCP since November of 2018 and the
impact it made on my sister and me is something we are beyond
grateful for. I was able to further develop into my love for Islam with
the youth group, flourish my passion to teach kids, and secure a safe
space within the masjid itself. My sister and I have never had a
community so inspiring and compassionate. We genuinely adore it.
We would spend almost all weekend at the masjid and even spent our
summer volunteering at the MYCP and ICCWG summer camps. There
are no words to show how appreciative we are for what MYCP has
done for us. — Saman (19) and Izma (16) Khan

In the time since I have started coming to the MYCP I have a found a
refuge, a safe place to call my own and to grow closer to Allah SWT in.
I feel an absolute calmness every time I walk into the MYCP and I feel
totally at home. In the MYCP I have made lifelong friends that remind
me of Allah SWT. I have been blessed to connect with my fellow
Muslim youth and learn more about my deen from well-qualified
teachers familiar with the difficulties of being a Muslim youth in
America. — Abdullah Mahmood (18)

Teens in their Own Words
Being at MYCP has taught me so many things. It’s taught me how to
take pride in what and who I am. It’s shown me how important it is to
be a part of a community. I’ve been with MYCP from the beginning
and have watched it grow over time from a new, unknown mosque to
one of the most well-known mosques within Philadelphia and its
surrounding areas. I don’t know what I would do without MYCP. 
— Dania Alfroukh (18)

When I first moved to Pennsylvania, it was a bit difficult finding a
place to fit in. Having moved around a lot, it's always been important
to me to find places that I feel at home. Thanks to the wonderful
community at MYCP, I found that place. Although it has been hard
trying to understand my religion and my place as a Muslim in the US,
the brothers and sisters of MYCP have really helped guide me in such
matters. And forming friendships with different Muslims at MYCP has
made me very happy as well. — Huzaifa Malik (18)
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MYCP has greatly impacted my life by helping me grow into a better
person. Coming to the center helped me in a time of struggle, I felt lost
and didn’t know the reason why, but after connecting with my faith
and finding guidance I felt whole again. I have to admit that MYCP has
really brought me closer to my faith and made me appreciate every
aspect of our beautiful religion, and I hope to continue to learn more
as I grow as a young Muslim woman. — Asma Rasouly (16)

Going to MYCP for the past few years has been a life-changing
experience. Throughout my time there, I have learned so much
about Islam and its importance within our lives, especially with the
modern world we are facing. The friendships and memories I
created with the MYCP family are ones I cannot forget. What I find
to be so special about MYCP is the connections you make with
everyone. Everyone is welcomed and brought in with open arms,
treated equally. No matter who you are, or where you come from,
MYCP truly is an amazing place for everyone. — Aryan Azime (18)

MYCP has given my family and me a way to meet other Muslims
since we moved to Bensalem a few years ago. With the engaging
activities available for people of all ages, I always find myself coming
to the masjid to get involved. I have formed new friendships with
people at MYCP I would have otherwise never met. Going to a school
with very few Muslim students, I find myself not being able to relate
to a lot of the people I go to school with. But, MYCP has given me the
opportunity to interact with other teenagers who are going through
similar experiences as me. — Ahmad Mahmood (17)

Being a part of the MYCP community has influenced my life in such a
positive way. I have not only learned about Islam and the prophets, but
I’ve learned what it’s like to be a part of such a loving community. I’ve
gotten to participate in such an amazing organization, that I will
forever be grateful. — Leila Hadjali (15)

At MYCP, I feel like I belong. I was accepted quickly and I made a lot of
new friends. I also feel as though I’ve changed in a good way. At first I
didn’t really like the concept of learning on the weekends and I would
beg my mom not to go, but MYCP does an excellent job of making
people feel loved and included, and they keep it fun, so it makes me
want to go back. MYCP is like my second home. — Mariam Sharif (15)
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Meeting Community Needs

Being Muslim class for new Muslims

Ladies' Quran class

Ladies' Yoga

Ladies' Book Club

Office hours with Sister Madiha and Brother Numan

        Being Muslim is a weekly class at ICCWG for new Muslims. The class allows a space for  
        new adult Muslims to learn the basics of Islamic practice, principles, and lifestyle in an          
        inclusive and supportive environment.
  

       Ladies Quran classes meet on a weekly basis at MYCP and provide women with the    
       opportunity to learn to read the Quran in Arabic. This course meets the needs of the  
       many Muslim women who have never had the opportunity to study the Quran before.
  

  Ladies Yoga meets once a week and creates a space for Muslim women to exercise in a 
  comfortable, women-only zone.

 

        ICCWG Ladies Book Club meets every other week and is a space for women to come 
        together and explore through the medium of books. Book Club provides women with 
        much-needed social connection in the space of the masjid.
   

        Sister Madiha Irfan and Brother Numan Dugmeoglu, who are professionally trained in     
        spiritual care and counseling, provide these services to community members facing a 
        variety of personal, spiritual, and relational challenges. Strict confidentiality is 
        maintained for these sessions, which are free of charge. Countless community 
        members, especially youth, have attested to the value of having someone at the masjid 
        they can speak to about issues they may not feel comfortable talking about elsewhere. 

There’s so much more than religious programs and social events that make

a community center feel like a truly welcoming and inclusive place. Especially for

populations that have too often been marginalized in masjid spaces (such as

women and converts), it is essential that we rise to the challenge and create the

programs necessary to make sure everyone feels that the masjid is their home.

Highlighted below, you’ll find information on some of the unique programs we’ve

developed to meet the diverse needs of our community members.
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Community Testimonials
Through ICCWG, I have been able to continue my Islamic journey with an amazing group of people
and better myself as a Muslim. ICCWG provides enriching and comprehensive learning experiences
not found at many nonprofit Islamic centers by leveraging a talented staff and diverse community.
From group halaqas to individualized tutoring in Arabic, ICCWG has been my go-to resource for
building an Islamic lifestyle and character. The welcoming atmosphere and focus on community
make this place more than just a mosque, it’s like a spiritual home! — Chris Hicks
 
ICCWG has been one of the main reasons we chose to stay in this area. It is indeed a blessing to have
a place so close to us that we consider our home in faith. We are indebted to have so many positive
experiences since its inception. Our kids love participating in the biweekly Quran and weekend faith
classes. ICCWG not only offers a place to worship but also a place for social networking and bonding
with a variety of events. The organization continues to expand its portfolio for religious and
interfaith harmony through various social events, such as ladies book club, weekly halaqas, holiday
potlucks and many more. Our kids especially love the amazing field trips that are so meticulously
organized by ICCWG. In short, we are very thankful and blessed to have this faith organization in
our neighborhood. — Babar Bashir & Madeeha Hafiz
 
MYCP is a lovely place. Every time we go there, we see smiling faces and feel big hearts. They have
very professional instructors that know how to deal with kids. As a result, our daughters love to
attend all the activities. You can tell that the organization has a clear vision, mission, and values. They
have created an environment of good friendship where kids can learn and prosper.  
— Abdelhamid & Zineb Bertal
 
ICCWG has helped me connect with a loving and accepting community after the social rejection and
isolation that accompanied my conversion to Islam. ICCWG has also provided me with weekly
free/low-cost social, spiritual, educational, and health resources I'd have never been able to
access/afford otherwise. I thank God each day for the existence of ICCWG to bring our community
together and enrich our lives. — Julie Moore
 
As soon as we moved into the area, ICCWG made us feel at home. They consistently offer thoughtful
and high-quality events. The organization is welcoming and takes care to curate programs that meet
the needs of the community it serves. The local scholarship is very knowledgeable and well-poised
to meet the needs of Muslims of all walks of life. We are grateful to be a part of this organization and
its efforts, alhamdulilah. — Nina & Omar Abdelzaher
 
What I really appreciate about ICCWG and MYCP is that both centers offer classes and other
activities that are especially relevant for youth and other first-generation American Muslims, who
feel disconnected from many of our masajid. The centers have great teachers and staff, and I know
many people that have grown more attached to the deen because of their programming. MSDV is
doing a great service for American Muslims in the area and providing a great example for other
Muslim organizations to follow. May Allah continue to bless their work. — Umar Abdur-Rahman
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Our Team

Sanaa Abbasi
Umair Abdulbasit
Rofaida Ahmed
Nina Abdelzaher
Omar Abdelzaher
Tausif Aijazi
Madina Alam
Hwaida Alasas
Ayman Arab
Azeem Ashraf
Shabana Azeez
Osman Aziz
Nimrah Baqai

Elma Bashir
Hunana Chaudhry
Imtiaz Chaudhry
Suhir Daghmash
Madaline Diane
Numan Dugmeoglu
Nada El-Hillal
Salwa Farag
Sharifa Halimi
Eman Hasan
Madiha Irfan
Donna Lewis

Aisha Kidwai
Halima Kidwai
Mariam Mahmood
Soraya Mahmood
Tasneem Malik
Lubna Mansour
Hanan Mohammad
Sarah Moton
Shagufta Mughal
Shazia Mughal
Qabool Mujiaada
Amani Mutan

Rim Omrane
Dhuha Saber
Gulmakai Saleh
Nasr Saradar
Sherin Shaban
Manal Shurafa
Huda Soliman
Saliha Soliman
Maryam Syed
Abdul Waheed
Syed Waseem
Kawthar Yosuf

Weekend, After-School, and Summer Teachers

Full-Time Staff

MYCP Executive Committee

Board of Trustees
Eyad Takiedine (Chairman)
Iftikhar Chaudhry

Jamal Awad
Shahid Bashir
Ijaz Chaudhry

Imtiaz Chaudhry
Sadrul Ola
Abid Siddiq

Mohsin Siddiqui
Abdul Waheed
Syed Zubair

Madiha Irfan
Executive Director

Teresa Hadjali
Operations Manager

Shenaz Bagha
Public Relations

Manager

Numan Dugmeoglu
Youth & Outreach

Director
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Financials

Education Tuition
15.9%

Rental Income
8.8%

Donations
75.3%
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Payroll
42.7%

Facilities & Insurance
28.5%

Education
19.5%

Special Events & Marketing
7.9%

Thank you for your contributions to MSDV. Your gift is a sacred trust. We

are committed to providing transparency for our community and donors.

Please see below for our 2019 financial summary.

2019

Revenue

2019

Expenses

Facilities & insurance
28%

Education
20%

Special events & marketing
8%

Admin. & miscellaneous
1%

Payroll
43%

Donations
75%

Educational tuition
16%

Rental income
9%

Expense details:
Payroll: $158,000
Facilities & insurance: $105,313
Education: $71,928
Special events & marketing: $29,047
Admin. & miscellaneous: $5,351
Total expenses: $369,639

Revenue details:
Donations: $252,169
Educational tuition: $53,296
Rental income: $29,400
Total revenue: $334,865



Islamic Cultural Center 
of Willow Grove

502 Easton Road

Willow Grove, PA 19090

(215) 659-1123

iccwg@msdvpa.org

facebook.com/iccwg

Muslim Youth Center
of Philadelphia
11080 Knights Road

Philadelphia, PA 19154

(215) 437-9987

mycp@msdvpa.org

facebook.com/mycphiladelphia

Visit us online at

msdvpa.org


